Peru:
Altiplano (DVD-foreign-SPA-A)
Peter Brosens, Jessica Hope Woodworth, Directors, Peru,
2009, 109 min.
A former war photographer and her physician husband
are caught up in a riot when locals in an Andean village vent
their unhappiness with contamination from a nearby mine.
Madeinusa (DVD-foreign-SPA-M)
Claudia Llosa, Director, Peru, 2006, 100 min.
This film is a classically made yet personally accented
fable about the clash between old and new.
Mancora (DVD-foreign-SPA-M)
Ricardo de Montreuil, Director, Peru, 2008, 100 min.
Desperate to escape Lima’s cold winter blast after
his father’s recent suicide, a grieving son finds himself
unexpectedly joined by his beautiful stepsister and her
domineering husband.

Goodbye, Momo (DVD-foreign-SPA-G)
Leonardo Ricagni, Director, Uruguay, 2006, 100 min.
With a poetic nod to Fellini, Leonardo Ricagni uses the
carnival atmosphere to transport the viewer to a magical
place where realism and surrealism live side by side.
The Pope’s Toilet (DVD-foreign-SPA-P)
Enrique Fernandez, Cesar Charlone, Directors, Uruguay,
2007, 90 min.
A small South American village is in a flurry over the
Pope’s 1988 visit.
Whisky (DVD-foreign-SPA-W)
Juan Pablo Rebella, Pablo Stoll, Directors, Uruguay, 2004,
90 min.
This engaging film tells the story of Jacobo, a
businessman from Uruguay who convinces a difficult
employee to pose as his wife in order to impress his visiting
long-lost brother.

The Milk of Sorrow (DVD-foreign-SPA-M)
Claudia Llosa, Director, Peru, 2009, 95 min.
Fausta has pathological fear that she contracted from her
mother’s milk. It is a condition suffered by women who were
raped during the civil war. Fausta goes to extreme lengths
to protect her own sexuality and safety.
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Undertow (DVD-foreign-SPA-U)
Javier Fuentes-Leon, Director, Peru, 2009, 100 min.
An unusual ghost story set on the Peruvian seaside; a
married fisherman struggles to reconcile his devotion to his
male lover within his town’s rigid traditions.

Uruguay:
A Bad Day to Go Fishing (DVD-foreign-SPA-B)
Alvaro Brechner, Director, Peru, 2009, 110 min.
The former strongest man on earth and his crafty
manager tour small South American towns staging wrestling
matches.
Gigante (DVD-foreign-SPA-G)
Adrian Biniez, Director, Uruguay, 2009, 88 min.
A chronicle of a supermarket security guard’s obsession
with a late-shift janitor.
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Argentina
The Aura (DVD-foreign-SPA-A)
Fabian Bielinsky, Director, Argentina, 2005, 134 min.
In this crime thriller, a bored taxidermist becomes
involved in a robbery plot which may just turn out to be the
perfect crime.

Martin (Hache) (DVD-foreign-SPA-M)
Adolfo Aristarain, Director, Argentina, 1997, 123 min.
The father is a film director who lives in Madrid and
cannot reconnect with his past and his son, named for his
distant father. They meet again after five years when an
accident lands Hache at death’s door.

Blessed by Fire (DVD-foreign-SPA-B)
Tristan Bauer, Director, Argentina, 2005, 104 min.
The harrowing story of a band of Argentinean soldiers
sent to fight an un-winnable war and left to bear the brutal
scars of the past.

The Secret in Their Eyes (DVD-foreign-SPA-S)
Juan Jose Campanella, Director, Argentina, 2009, 129 min.
A retired legal counselor writes a novel hoping to find
closure for one of his past unresolved homicide cases and
for his unreciprocated love with his superior, both of which
still haunt him decades later.

Blood of My Blood (Sangre de mi Sangre)
(DVD-foreign-SPA-S)
Christopher Zalla, Director, Argentina, 2007, 111 min.
Searching for his estranged father, Pedro heads to
Brooklyn only to find that a fellow border-jumper has
assumed his identity and is after his father’s money.

A Week Alone (DVD-Foreign-SPA-W)
Celina Murga, Director, Argentina, 2007, 110 min.
A group of children are left home alone at a house in
the secluded countryside. Their innocence is gradually
corrupted as they experiment with rule-breaking and
ultimately crimes.

The Headless Woman (DVD-foreign-SPA-H)
Lucretia Martel, Director, Argentina, 2008, 87 min.
A woman driving alone on a dirt road, runs over
something. In the days following this incident, she is
disconnected from the people in her life; obsessing over the
idea that she may have killed someone.

The Window (DVD-foreign-SPA-W)
Carlos Sorin, Director, Argentina, 2008, 85 min.
A tale of age and mortality that firmly resists the cute tag
reflexively assigned to movies with old people, and mines a
rich, deep vein of melancholy and humor.

The Holy Girl (DVD-foreign-SPA-H)
Lucretia Martel, Director, Argentina, 2004, 106 min.
This story captures the lives of two teenage girls, Amalia,
daughter to the owner of the hotel, and the girl’s best friend
Josefina, as they adjust to their growing sexuality and
religious passion.
Kept and Dreamless (DVD-foreign-SPA-K)
Martin De Salvo, Vera Fogwill, Directors, Argentina, 2005,
94 min.
9-year-old Eugenia and her mother, live a seemingly
colorful life surrounded by odd neighbors and an offbeat
family. But Eugenia has to grow up fast to take care of her
drug-addicted mother.
Liverpool (DVD-foreign-SPA-L)
Lisandro Alonso, Director, Argentina, 2008, 84 min.
A merchant sailor returns to his home in Tierra del Fuego
after spending most of his life at sea, finding his mother still
alive but with an addition to the family.

Chile:
Fuga (DVD-foreign-SPA-F)
Pablo Larrain, Director, Chile, 2006, 90 min.
A young musician obsessed with his unfinished
symphony fights to prevail in his intention to arrive at
success.
The Maid (DVD-foreign-SPA-M)
Sebastian Silva, Director, Chile, 2009, 94 min.
The story of how a maid called Raquel, who has
worked for over 20 years in an affluent Chilean household,
rediscovers herself.
Tony Manero (DVD-foreign-SPA-T)
Pablo Larrain, Director, Chile, 2008, 92 min.
A serial killer is obsessed with John Travolta’s disco
dancing character from Saturday Night Fever. Most of his
time is spent perfecting his act, and the rest of the time
wreaking shocking violence and murder.

Colombia:
Colors of the Mountain (DVD-foreign-SPA-C)
Carlos Cesar Arbelaez, Director, Colombia, 2010, 90 min.
Aspiring nine-year-old goaltender Manuel finds human
conflict intruding on his dreams of soccer greatness in this
affecting drama from Colombia.
Dog Eat Dog (DVD-foreign-SPA-D)
Carlos Moreno, Director, Colombia, 2008, 102 min.
In the crime world of Colombia, there is an unwritten code.
When two hoods who bungle a shake-down job, break that
code, they unwittingly sign their own death sentences.
The First Night (DVD-foreign-SPA-F)
Luis Alberto Restrepo, Director, Colombia, 2003, 90 min.
Two brothers are torn apart fighting on opposite sides of
the Colombian civil war. The woman they share is forced to
abandon village life and flee to the big city with her baby.
Karen Cries on the Bus (DVD-foreign-SPA-K)
Gabriel Rojas Vera, Director, Colombia, 2011, 98 min.
After 10 years of marriage and devoting herself to home
chores, Karen realizes she has lost her dream. She realizes
it has been a mistake that cost her her youth. She decides to
search for a life of her own.
Maria Full of Grace (DVD-foreign-SPA-M)
Joshua Marston, Director, Colombia, 2004, 101 min.
A pregnant Colombian teenager becomes a drug mule to
make some desperately needed money for her family.
Sins of My Father (DVD-foreign-SPA-S)
Nicolas Entel, Director, Colombia, 2009, 94 min.
This is the incredible story of Pablo Escobar, the infamous
boss of Colombia’s Medellin drug cartel, told for the very
first time by his son, Sebastian and his widow Maria Isabel
Santos.
The Wind Journeys (DVD-foreign-SPA-W)
Ciro Guerra, Director, Colombia, 2010, 120 min.
A musician travels a great distance to return an instrument
to his elderly teacher.

